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WEEK 27: Sunday, 28 June - Saturday, 4 July 2020 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2020-06-28 0515 Animation
Kirikou And The Men And 

Women

Old grandfather shares wonderful tales about Kirikou's childhood, when he 

helped the men and women from his own village and from other villages too.
FRANCE French-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2020-06-28 0655 Fantasy Your Name
Family 

Appreciation

Mitsuha and Taki are two total strangers living completely different lives. But 

when Mitsuha makes a wish to leave her mountain town for the bustling city 

of Tokyo, they become connected in a bizarre way. She dreams she is a boy 

living in Tokyo, while Taki dreams he is a girl from a rural town he's never been 

to. What does their newfound connection mean? And how will it bring them 

together?

JAPAN English-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2020-06-28 0855 Drama The Finishers

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams 

are difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him 

in the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and 

reconnects in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-06-28 1030 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a 

fascinating and strange new pet enters their world. Amid the resulting comic 

mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true nature of 

family and the things money can't buy.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y

2020-06-28 1210 Comedy
Cheerful Weather For The 

Wedding

Family 

Appreciation

A young woman frets upstairs in her family's country manor on her wedding 

day, fearful she's about to marry the wrong man. Downstairs, both her fiance 

and her former lover grow increasingly anxious.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT PG

2020-06-28 1400 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2020-06-28 1650 Drama Travellers And Magicians

A sweet, unhurried tale about one man’s ambition to escape his mundane 

rural life. Dondup, a young government officer, is bored with his life in a rural 

Bhutanese village and dreams of starting afresh in America. Nominated for the 

International Jury Award at the 2003 Sao Paulo International Film Festival. 

Directed by Khyenste Norbu and stars Tshewang Dendup, Sonam Kinga and 

Sonam Lhamo.

AUSTRALIA Dzongkha-100 2003 RPT PG Y

2020-06-28 1850 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, 

set against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2020-06-28 2030 Drama The Thin Red Line

In 1942, Private Witt is a U.S. Army absconder living peacefully with the locals 

of a small South Pacific island. Discovered by his commanding officer, Sergeant 

Welsh, Witt is forced to resume his active duty training for the Battle of 

Guadalcanal. As Witt and his unit land on the island, and the American troops 

mount an assault on entrenched Japanese positions, the story explores their 

various fates and attitudes towards life-or-death situations. Starring Jim 

Caviezel, Sean Penn, George Clooney, Nick Nolte, and Adrien Brody.

USA English-100 1998 RPT M l v Y Y

2020-06-28 2340 Drama Rafiki

The saying goes that ‘Good Kenyan girls become good Kenyan wives’, but Kena 

and Ziki long for something more. Despite the political rivalry between their 

families, the girls resist and remain close friends, supporting each other to 

pursue their dreams in a conservative society. When love blossoms between 

them, the two girls will be forced to choose between happiness and safety.

FRANCE
English-80; 

Swahili-20
2018 RPT M a l v Y



2020-06-28 2510 Action Adventure Ill Manors

Set on the unforgiving streets of London, this unique crime thriller follows six 

disparate lives, all struggling to survive the circles of violence that engulf 

them. There is ex-dealer Kirby, who has just been released from prison, thug 

Ed who will stop at nothing to find his missing phone, troubled Michelle who is 

just looking for her next hit, young Jake who finds himself drawn to the local 

gang, Chris, who seeks revenge, Katya, who is desperately trying to escape this 

foreign land, and Aaron, our main protagonist who is just trying to do the right 

thing. Directed by Ben Drew and stars Riz Ahmed, Ed Skrein and Lee Allen.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT MA d l s v 

2020-06-28 2725 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2020-06-29 0615 Action Adventure The Italian Job
Family 

Appreciation

A British crook (Michael Caine) robs gold ingots in Italy by having a computer 

expert (Benny Hill) cause a traffic jam.
USA English-100 1969 RPT PG v 

2020-06-29 0810 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, 

set against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2020-06-29 0950 Drama Travellers And Magicians

A sweet, unhurried tale about one man’s ambition to escape his mundane 

rural life. Dondup, a young government officer, is bored with his life in a rural 

Bhutanese village and dreams of starting afresh in America. Nominated for the 

International Jury Award at the 2003 Sao Paulo International Film Festival. 

Directed by Khyenste Norbu and stars Tshewang Dendup, Sonam Kinga and 

Sonam Lhamo.

AUSTRALIA Dzongkha-100 2003 RPT PG Y

2020-06-29 1150 Animation Dilili In Paris
Family 

Appreciation

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little 

Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.
FRANCE English-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2020-06-29 1335 Biography Jappeloup The story of a horse with amazing courage and a big heart. FRANCE
French-92; 

English-8
2013 RPT PG a l Y Y

2020-06-29 1600 Comedy
Cheerful Weather For The 

Wedding

Family 

Appreciation

A young woman frets upstairs in her family's country manor on her wedding 

day, fearful she's about to marry the wrong man. Downstairs, both her fiance 

and her former lover grow increasingly anxious.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT PG

2020-06-29 1750 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a 

fascinating and strange new pet enters their world. Amid the resulting comic 

mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true nature of 

family and the things money can't buy.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y

2020-06-29 1930 Drama Mr Holmes

An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to 

remember both his final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts 

him. He also befriends a fan, the young son of his housekeeper, who wants 

him to work again.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-06-29 2130 Drama No Country For Old Men

Coen

Brothers

Week

Based on the novel by Cormac McCarthy, violence and mayhem ensue after a 

hunter stumbles upon some dead bodies, a stash of heroin and more than $2 

million in cash near the Rio Grande. Winner of four Academy Awards in 2008, 

including Best Director and Best Film. Directed by Joel and Ethan Coen, and 

stars Tommy Lee Jones, Javier Bardem and Josh Brolin. 

USA English-100 2007 RPT MA v Y Y

2020-06-29 2345 Comedy Seven Psychopaths

Boozy writer Marty (Colin Farrell) is a man in search of a screenplay. He has a 

catchy title but no story to go along with it. Marty has a couple of oddball 

buddies, Hans (Christopher Walken) and Billy (Sam Rockwell), who make a 

living by kidnapping rich people's dogs, then returning them and collecting the 

reward. However this time, the fur flies when Hans and Billy kidnap the 

beloved pooch of a gangster (Woody Harrelson), and Marty uses the ensuing 

events as fodder for his screenplay.

USA English-100 2012 RPT MA l v Y

2020-06-29 2550 Drama The Thin Red Line

In 1942, Private Witt is a U.S. Army absconder living peacefully with the locals 

of a small South Pacific island. Discovered by his commanding officer, Sergeant 

Welsh, Witt is forced to resume his active duty training for the Battle of 

Guadalcanal. As Witt and his unit land on the island, and the American troops 

mount an assault on entrenched Japanese positions, the story explores their 

various fates and attitudes towards life-or-death situations. Starring Jim 

Caviezel, Sean Penn, George Clooney, Nick Nolte, and Adrien Brody.

USA English-100 1998 RPT M l v Y Y



2020-06-30 0500 Comedy
Cheerful Weather For The 

Wedding

Family 

Appreciation

A young woman frets upstairs in her family's country manor on her wedding 

day, fearful she's about to marry the wrong man. Downstairs, both her fiance 

and her former lover grow increasingly anxious.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT PG

2020-06-30 0650 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-06-30 0805 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a 

fascinating and strange new pet enters their world. Amid the resulting comic 

mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true nature of 

family and the things money can't buy.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y

2020-06-30 0945 Drama Mr Holmes

An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to 

remember both his final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts 

him. He also befriends a fan, the young son of his housekeeper, who wants 

him to work again.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-06-30 1145 Drama Lassie
Family 

Appreciation

When a family leaves an urban sprawl to start their lives over again in rural 

Montana, and when a devious neighbour plots to steal their farm out from 

under them, Lassie comes to the rescue.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2020-06-30 1330 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, 

set against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2020-06-30 1510 Animation Dilili In Paris
Family 

Appreciation

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little 

Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.
FRANCE English-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2020-06-30 1655 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-06-30 1810 Fantasy City Of Ember
An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2020-06-30 1955 Comedy Elvis & Nixon Premiere
In December 1970, rock'n'roll icon Elvis Presley travels to the White House to 

request a meeting with president Richard Nixon.
USA English-100 2016 M l 

2020-06-30 2130 Drama Miller's Crossing

Coen

Brothers

Week

Two rival gangs vie for control of a city where the police are pawns, and the 

periodic busts of illicit drinking establishments are no more than a way for one 

gang to get back at the other.

USA English-100 1990 MA v 

2020-06-30 2340 Drama Farewell, My Queen Premiere

A look at the relationship between Queen Marie Antoinette and one of her 

readers during the early days of the French Revolution in 1789. Winner of 

three French César Awards in 2013, including Best Costume Design. Directed 

by Benoît Jacquot and stars Léa Seydoux, Diane Kruger and Virginie Ledoyen.

FRANCE
English-50; 

French-50
2012 M a n Y Y

2020-06-30 2530 Comedy Elvis & Nixon
In December 1970, rock'n'roll icon Elvis Presley travels to the White House to 

request a meeting with president Richard Nixon.
USA English-100 2016 RPT M l 

2020-06-30 2705 Romance Labor Day
A depressed single mum and her son offer an intimidating man help, and 

gradually learn the escaped convict's true story.
USA English-100 2013 RPT M a s Y

2020-07-01 0510 Drama Tom Thumb

Based on the fairy tale by 17th century French writer Charles Perrault, this film 

is an original re-working of his classic tale. Civil war rages, devastating the 

land. Out of despair, Tom's parents decide to abandon their five children in 

the depths of a dark forest. Directed by Olivier Dahan and stars Catherine 

Deneuve, Nils Hugon and Roman Bohringer.

FRANCE French-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-07-01 0650 Animation Dilili In Paris
Family 

Appreciation

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little 

Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.
FRANCE English-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2020-07-01 0835 Biography Jappeloup The story of a horse with amazing courage and a big heart. FRANCE
French-92; 

English-8
2013 RPT PG a l Y Y



2020-07-01 1100 Fantasy City Of Ember
An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2020-07-01 1245 Drama From Up On Poppy Hill
Family 

Appreciation

Set in Yokohama in 1963, this lovingly hand-drawn film centres on Umi (voiced 

by Sarah Bolger) and Shun (voiced by Anton Yelchin) and the budding romance 

that develops as they join forces to save their high school’s ramshackle 

clubhouse from demolition. The top-grossing Japanese film of 2011 and 

winner of the Japan Academy Prize for Animation, From Up on Poppy Hill 

captures the innocence of new love as well as the beauty of Yokohama’s 

harbor and lush surroundings.

JAPAN English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-07-01 1425 Drama Mr Holmes

An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to 

remember both his final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts 

him. He also befriends a fan, the young son of his housekeeper, who wants 

him to work again.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-07-01 1625 Drama Lassie
Family 

Appreciation

When a family leaves an urban sprawl to start their lives over again in rural 

Montana, and when a devious neighbour plots to steal their farm out from 

under them, Lassie comes to the rescue.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2020-07-01 1810 Comedy Waking Ned
Two elderly Irishmen scheme to claim the winnings of a deceased unlucky 

villager. He had died of shock after hitting a lottery jackpot.
FRANCE English-100 1998 PG a 

2020-07-01 1950 Comedy Boy

It's 1984, and 11-year-old Boy lives on a New Zealand farm with his gran, a 

goat, and his younger brother. Shortly after Gran leaves for a week, Boy's 

father appears out of the blue. Having imagined a heroic version of his father 

during his absence, Boy comes face to face with the real version - an 

incompetent hoodlum who has returned to find a bag of money he buried 

years before. Winner of the Audience Award at the 2010 Sydney Film Festival. 

Directed by Taika Waititi and stars James Rolleston, Te Aho Aho Eketone-

Whitu and Taika Waititi.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2010 RPT M a d l v Y

2020-07-01 2130 Drama Barton Fink

Coen

Brothers

Week

The Coen Brothers lend their unique blend of dark comedy to this tale of a 

celebrated playwright who comes to Hollywood to write a 'Wrestling Picture' 

in 1941. Turturro gives a great performance as the playwright struggling to 

cope with his new project. John Goodman gives a surprisingly nuanced 

performance as his pushy neighbor. Also featuring Emmy-winner Tony 

Shalhoub. It all adds up to the Coen Brothers' most hilarious, bizarre, and 

touching film.

USA English-100 1991 M l v 

2020-07-01 2335 Drama Miller's Crossing

Coen

Brothers

Week

Two rival gangs vie for control of a city where the police are pawns, and the 

periodic busts of illicit drinking establishments are no more than a way for one 

gang to get back at the other.

USA English-100 1990 RPT MA v 

2020-07-01 2545 Romance Labor Day
A depressed single mum and her son offer an intimidating man help, and 

gradually learn the escaped convict's true story.
USA English-100 2013 RPT M a s Y

2020-07-01 2750 Comedy Elvis & Nixon
In December 1970, rock'n'roll icon Elvis Presley travels to the White House to 

request a meeting with president Richard Nixon.
USA English-100 2016 RPT M l 

2020-07-02 0525 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-07-02 0640 Drama Lassie
Family 

Appreciation

When a family leaves an urban sprawl to start their lives over again in rural 

Montana, and when a devious neighbour plots to steal their farm out from 

under them, Lassie comes to the rescue.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2020-07-02 0825 Comedy Waking Ned
Two elderly Irishmen scheme to claim the winnings of a deceased unlucky 

villager. He had died of shock after hitting a lottery jackpot.
FRANCE English-100 1998 RPT PG a 

2020-07-02 1005 Drama Tom Thumb

Based on the fairy tale by 17th century French writer Charles Perrault, this film 

is an original re-working of his classic tale. Civil war rages, devastating the 

land. Out of despair, Tom's parents decide to abandon their five children in 

the depths of a dark forest. Directed by Olivier Dahan and stars Catherine 

Deneuve, Nils Hugon and Roman Bohringer.

FRANCE French-100 2001 RPT PG Y



2020-07-02 1145 Family Hugo
Family 

Appreciation

In Paris in 1931, an orphan named Hugo, who lives in the walls of a train 

station, is wrapped up in a mystery involving his late father and an automaton. 

Winner of five Academy Awards in 2012. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Asa Butterfield, Chloe Grace Moretz and Christopher Lee.

USA English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-07-02 1405 Fantasy City Of Ember
An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2020-07-02 1550 Drama From Up On Poppy Hill
Family 

Appreciation

Set in Yokohama in 1963, this lovingly hand-drawn film centres on Umi (voiced 

by Sarah Bolger) and Shun (voiced by Anton Yelchin) and the budding romance 

that develops as they join forces to save their high school’s ramshackle 

clubhouse from demolition. The top-grossing Japanese film of 2011 and 

winner of the Japan Academy Prize for Animation, From Up on Poppy Hill 

captures the innocence of new love as well as the beauty of Yokohama’s 

harbor and lush surroundings.

JAPAN English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-07-02 1730 Drama World's Fastest Indian
New Zealander Burt Munro takes his classic motorcycle to Utah in an attempt 

to set a new speed record.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y

2020-07-02 1950 Comedy The Darjeeling Limited

A year after their father’s death, three American brothers, Francis, Peter and 

Jack - who haven’t spoken since the funeral - embark on a soul-searching 

journey across India on board the titular train. The brothers, who don’t get 

along very well, use the time to get to know each other better and begin to 

ponder questions like why they don’t like each other, and why their mother 

didn’t attend the funeral. Francis, whose face is completely bandaged due to a 

recent motorcycle accident, reveals that their mother has entered a convent in 

India, and the real reason for organising the trip was to find her. 

USA English-100 2007 RPT M a l s 

2020-07-02 2130 Comedy Raising Arizona

Coen

Brothers

Week

H.I. McDonnough (Nicolas Cage) is a multiple-convicted armed robber who 

falls in love with Edwina (Holly Hunter), a young policewoman who takes his 

mug shots. They end up getting married, with H.I. vowing to stop robbing 

convenience stores. They try to start a family, but Ed finds out that she is 

barren. Since they can't adopt, due to H.I's extensive record, their marriage is 

going nowhere.

USA English-100 1987 M a l v 

2020-07-02 2315 Drama Barton Fink

Coen

Brothers

Week

The Coen Brothers lend their unique blend of dark comedy to this tale of a 

celebrated playwright who comes to Hollywood to write a 'Wrestling Picture' 

in 1941. Turturro gives a great performance as the playwright struggling to 

cope with his new project. John Goodman gives a surprisingly nuanced 

performance as his pushy neighbor. Also featuring Emmy-winner Tony 

Shalhoub. It all adds up to the Coen Brothers' most hilarious, bizarre, and 

touching film.

USA English-100 1991 RPT M l v 

2020-07-02 2520 Drama Happy End
A drama about a family set in Calais with the European refugee crisis as the 

backdrop.
FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a l s Y

2020-07-02 2720 Drama Tom Thumb

Based on the fairy tale by 17th century French writer Charles Perrault, this film 

is an original re-working of his classic tale. Civil war rages, devastating the 

land. Out of despair, Tom's parents decide to abandon their five children in 

the depths of a dark forest. Directed by Olivier Dahan and stars Catherine 

Deneuve, Nils Hugon and Roman Bohringer.

FRANCE French-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-07-03 0500 Drama From Up On Poppy Hill
Family 

Appreciation

Set in Yokohama in 1963, this lovingly hand-drawn film centres on Umi (voiced 

by Sarah Bolger) and Shun (voiced by Anton Yelchin) and the budding romance 

that develops as they join forces to save their high school’s ramshackle 

clubhouse from demolition. The top-grossing Japanese film of 2011 and 

winner of the Japan Academy Prize for Animation, From Up on Poppy Hill 

captures the innocence of new love as well as the beauty of Yokohama’s 

harbor and lush surroundings.

JAPAN English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-07-03 0640 Drama World's Fastest Indian
New Zealander Burt Munro takes his classic motorcycle to Utah in an attempt 

to set a new speed record.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y

2020-07-03 0900 Drama Vanity Fair
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social 

ladder in 19th-century England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT PG a v Y



2020-07-03 1130 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

Family 

Appreciation

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and 

desperate for a hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination 

to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a l v 

2020-07-03 1330 Comedy Waking Ned
Two elderly Irishmen scheme to claim the winnings of a deceased unlucky 

villager. He had died of shock after hitting a lottery jackpot.
FRANCE English-100 1998 RPT PG a 

2020-07-03 1510 Family Hugo
Family 

Appreciation

In Paris in 1931, an orphan named Hugo, who lives in the walls of a train 

station, is wrapped up in a mystery involving his late father and an automaton. 

Winner of five Academy Awards in 2012. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Asa Butterfield, Chloe Grace Moretz and Christopher Lee.

USA English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-07-03 1730 Biography Loving Premiere
Richard and Mildred Loving violate Virginia law prohibiting interracial marriage 

and, in 1967, take their fight to stay married to the Supreme Court.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 PG

2020-07-03 1945 TBC TBC

2020-07-03 2140 Western True Grit

Coen

Brothers

Week

A powerful story of vengeance and valour set in an unforgiving and 

unpredictable frontier where justice is simple and mercy is rare. Mattie Ross, 

is determined to avenge her father's blood by capturing Tom Chaney, the man 

who shot and killed him for two pieces of gold. Just fourteen, she enlists the 

help of Rooster Cogburn, a one-eyed, trigger-happy U.S. Marshall with an 

affinity for drinking and hardened Texas Ranger LaBoeuf to track the fleeing 

Chaney. Directed by Ethan and Joel Coen, and stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon 

and Hailee Steinfeld.

USA English-100 2010 M v Y

2020-07-03 2345 Comedy Raising Arizona

Coen

Brothers

Week

H.I. McDonnough (Nicolas Cage) is a multiple-convicted armed robber who 

falls in love with Edwina (Holly Hunter), a young policewoman who takes his 

mug shots. They end up getting married, with H.I. vowing to stop robbing 

convenience stores. They try to start a family, but Ed finds out that she is 

barren. Since they can't adopt, due to H.I's extensive record, their marriage is 

going nowhere.

USA English-100 1987 RPT M a l v 

2020-07-03 2530 Comedy The Darjeeling Limited

A year after their father’s death, three American brothers, Francis, Peter and 

Jack - who haven’t spoken since the funeral - embark on a soul-searching 

journey across India on board the titular train. The brothers, who don’t get 

along very well, use the time to get to know each other better and begin to 

ponder questions like why they don’t like each other, and why their mother 

didn’t attend the funeral. Francis, whose face is completely bandaged due to a 

recent motorcycle accident, reveals that their mother has entered a convent in 

India, and the real reason for organising the trip was to find her. 

USA English-100 2007 RPT M a l s 

2020-07-03 2710 Drama Happy End
A drama about a family set in Calais with the European refugee crisis as the 

backdrop.
FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a l s Y

2020-07-04 0510 Biography Loving
Richard and Mildred Loving violate Virginia law prohibiting interracial marriage 

and, in 1967, take their fight to stay married to the Supreme Court.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG

2020-07-04 0725 Comedy Toast

Toast is the ultimate nostalgia trip through everything edible in 1960’s Britain. 

Based on the heart-wrenchingly bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater’s 

childhood and set to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love 

letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with his journey 

into adulthood.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG

2020-07-04 0910 Family Hugo
Family 

Appreciation

In Paris in 1931, an orphan named Hugo, who lives in the walls of a train 

station, is wrapped up in a mystery involving his late father and an automaton. 

Winner of five Academy Awards in 2012. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Asa Butterfield, Chloe Grace Moretz and Christopher Lee.

USA English-100 2011 RPT PG Y



2020-07-04 1130 Biography Searching For Bobby Fischer
Family 

Appreciation

After discovering their prepubescent son's overwhelming talent in chess, 

Josh's parents hire a strict instructor who aims to instill chess legend Bobby 

Fischer's aggression into the boy. However, Josh is determined to succeed on 

his own terms. Stars Max Pomeranc and Ben Kingsley.

USA English-100 1993 RPT PG

2020-07-04 1335 Drama World's Fastest Indian
New Zealander Burt Munro takes his classic motorcycle to Utah in an attempt 

to set a new speed record.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y

2020-07-04 1555 Drama Vanity Fair
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social 

ladder in 19th-century England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT PG a v Y

2020-07-04 1830 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

Family 

Appreciation

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and 

desperate for a hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination 

to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v 

2020-07-04 2030 History Ned Kelly Premiere

Ned Kelly stars Academy Award-winner Heath Ledger as the 19th century 

Australian outlaw whose daring outback robberies and shoot out with the 

police triggered a massive manhunt that made Ned a folk hero and legend. Co-

starring Orlando Bloom and Academy Award-nominee Naomi Watts and 

featuring Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush. From Working Title Films.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2003 M a v Y

2020-07-04 2235 Mystery / Crime Passion Premiere
Passion tells the story of a deadly power struggle between two women in the 

dog-eat-dog world of international business.
FRANCE

English-50; 

German-50
2012 MA l v Y

2020-07-04 2430 TBC TBC

2020-07-04 2625 Western True Grit

Coen

Brothers

Week

A powerful story of vengeance and valour set in an unforgiving and 

unpredictable frontier where justice is simple and mercy is rare. Mattie Ross, 

is determined to avenge her father's blood by capturing Tom Chaney, the man 

who shot and killed him for two pieces of gold. Just fourteen, she enlists the 

help of Rooster Cogburn, a one-eyed, trigger-happy U.S. Marshall with an 

affinity for drinking and hardened Texas Ranger LaBoeuf to track the fleeing 

Chaney. Directed by Ethan and Joel Coen, and stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon 

and Hailee Steinfeld.

USA English-100 2010 RPT M v Y

2020-07-04 2830 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

Family 

Appreciation

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and 

desperate for a hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination 

to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v 


